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Energy System Retrofit is an important activity for simultaneously improving resource efficiency, economic
performance and contribution of industry to sustainability. While identifying thermodynamically and technically
feasible options for retrofit-based energy savings is an important necessary step, it is not a sufficient one for
achieving real savings. A further necessary step is the selection of a set of economically feasible and attractive
ways of implementing the identified retrofit options. This paper provides an analysis of the investment planning
concepts as applied to the retrofit of Heat Exchanger Networks (HENs) and identifies the key issues for retrofit
implementation and planning. The paper concludes with the formulation of further research goals, aimed at the
establishment of an integrated method for optimal planning of retrofit investments in energy systems.

1. Introduction
For Heat Exchanger Networks (HENs), retrofit actions may involve enhancing existing heat exchangers by
inserts or additional heat transfer area, moving them within the network, or adding new ones. Often the identified
retrofit plans involve investment exceeding the available funds (Novak-Pintaric and Kravanja, 2007) or making
necessary loan intake. In such a situation, company managers need to construct an investment plan, selecting
only a sub-set of retrofit actions or devising several campaigns, each fitting an assigned investment limit.
HEN retrofit has been investigated systematically first by Tjoe and Linnhoff (1986), eliminating Cross-Pinch heat
exchangers. The further development includes the Network Pinch method (Asante and Zhu, 1996), considering
varying heat exchanger types (Soršak and Kravanja, 2004) or heat transfer intensification (Pan et al., 2012).
Other HEN representation tools have been devised for analysing their performance and facilitating retrofit –
including the Shifted Retrofit Thermodynamic Diagram (Yong et al., 2015), Energy Transfer Diagram (Bonhivers
et al., 2017), Retrofit Tracing Grid Diagram (Nemet et al., 2015). Those works help in identifying and costing
retrofit actions, maximising the energy savings and/or minimising the payback time of the retrofit investment.
Novak-Pintaric and Kravanja (2007) presented a MINLP model, for stage-wise implementation of HEN retrofits.
The considered retrofit actions focus on adding recovery heat exchangers. Energy sector-wide investment
planning has been investigated in (Flores et al., 2015), accounting for economic and environmental
performance. Jackson and Grossmann (2002) addressed the retrofit of a general process network within a single
investment campaign, by maximising the economic potential of the resulting network over a specified time
horizon. Menezes et al. (2015) have presented a capital investment model for oil refineries. The modification
actions are classified into maintenance, tactical and strategic. While they provide certain insights into the
scheduling of the process modifications, the focus of the treatment is mainly on refinery capacity expansion and
key properties of the process equipment (assets) are not considered. For example, the physical (e.g. remaining
lifespan) and financial (e.g. level of depreciation) statuses of the process equipment units are left out.
While many aspects of retrofit planning have been covered separately, the area clearly needs to be further
developed, allowing for an appropriate conceptual base in asset management and investment planning. The
open issues include equipment and system models tracking the condition, performance, reliability and financial
properties. This contribution investigates the properties of retrofit and investment plans, then formulates the
necessary concepts, mathematical representation and visualisation tools.
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2. Modelling concepts
From the viewpoint of investments, it is necessary to present the outcome from retrofit actions in a suitable
format. The most popular investment project representation is the discounted cash flow model, using the
projected Net Present Value (NPV) to judge its economic attractiveness. This implies evaluating the financial
performance of the system in a series of annual time slices on the Equipment Planning Grid developed in this
work (Figure 1) for a specified Planning Horizon (PH). For each annual time slice, key properties of the
underlying plant (HEN) are tracked and estimated:
•
Remaining Service Life (RSL)
•
Book Value (BV) – part of the equipment cost pending to be written off via adding to the current expenses;
Scrap Value (SV), also known as “Salvage Value” (Green and Perry, 2008) – the amount of money that can
be retrieved by selling the equipment item at the end of its service life.
•
Annual Expense (AE), comprising the Operating Cost (OC) and Annual Depreciation (AD).
Equipment
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Figure 1: Assets – Equipment Planning Grid
The PH duration can be set depending on different considerations. Possible durations can be the Total Service
Life (TSL) of equipment added to an existing plant, or the TSL of a newly erected plant. For revealing the key
interactions in asset management for HEN retrofits, in this paper the PH is set to a longer period, spanning
several cycles of equipment replacement for revealing the trends of the HEN performance over the cycles and
illustrates the potential overlaps and interactions between the existing and the added parts of the HEN.
The existing system performance in terms of energy and economy is taken as a baseline. All cost, revenues
and profits are considered as part of the base design and management of the plant. The performance of the
existing network is evaluated only to the extent necessary for making the link to the potential retrofit options.
The book value, cost, and expenses for the HEN are evaluated for the specified PH.
For an equipment item added during the retrofit, the tracked properties are the same as for existing equipment.
However, for retrofit project evaluation, the existing equipment would have served already for some time. at the
beginning of the evaluation of the retrofit project (Year 0), existing items would have certain age and RSL would
be shorter than TSL. For the added equipment RSL = TSL. The eventual loan intake refers only to the retrofitted
part of the system. Any existing investments and loans prior to the considered retrofit action are assumed to be
parts of separate investment projects.
Scrap Value is not discounted. The equipment depreciation period is assumed identical with TSL. The Annual
Depreciation (AD) of an equipment item is calculated using the linear method (Green and Perry, 2008). For the
last year of the equipment life, the depreciation is equal to the scrap value.
Referring to Figure 1, the financial properties of the retrofit project for each time slice are evaluated as follows:
(1) Loan intake and remaining loan are calculated by taking the sum of the investment and subtracting available
cash reserves (if any) and the scrap value from selling previously used equipment.
(2) Loan repayment instalments are calculated using a compounding rule based on the loan interest rate. It is
assumed that the period for loan repayment is equal to TSL.
(3) The financial savings from the retrofit actions (for HEN from reduced utility demand) are estimated.
(4) From the savings, certain expenses are subtracted: those for loan repayment, maintenance and taxes.
(5) Performance indicators are estimated: NPV, overall expenses, BV, RSL
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3. Case Study
The illustration case study has been derived from the HEN example in (Walmsley et al., 2017). The existing
HEN is shown in Figure 2. The planning is set to PH = 40 y. The operating, investment and maintenance costs,
as well as the loan intake and repayment, have been compounded using the financial parameters from Table 1.
The installed cost (IC) of a heat exchanger is calculated according to Eq(1) (Isafiade et al., 2017).
𝐼𝐶 = 13,000 + 4,333×𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 0.6

(1)

In Table 1, the Capital Inflation Rate is used for investments and for maintenance costs (because the latter are
linked to the installed capital). It is assumed that the investors expect the level of returns equal to or higher the
loan interest rate. The maintenance cost is estimated as a fraction of the Installed Cost (Smith, 2016). In Table
1 the inflation rates for capital and for utilities are different. This reflects previous studies that utility cost grows
noticeably faster than capital cost (Morrison et al., 2012). For all equipment, items are assumed TSL = 15 y.
The Scrap Value (SV) of equipment items is assumed to be 4 % of the Installed Cost (Table 1).
Table 1: Financial parameters of the case study
Tstart, ºC

Tend, ºC

Price* $/(kW × y)

Steam price***
CW price***

250.1
15.0

250.0
20.0

100
10

Utility Inflation Rate
Capital Inflation Rate
Loan Interest Rate (LIR)
Investor Discount Rate
Maintenance cost rate**
Scrap Value Share
Corporate tax rate

(1/y)
(1/y)
(1/y)
(1/y)
(1/y)
(1)
(1/y)

0.03
0.01
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.15

* At the beginning of the consideration (Year 0)
** Smith (2016); *** (Isafiade et al., 2017)
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Figure 2: Initial HEN
The retrofit for heat recovery improvement is evaluated on the 5th year of the plant life. Table 2 shows the
calculated heat exchanger properties. Two retrofit options are considered (Walmsley et al., 2017):
(1) Adding heat exchangers E3 and E4, thus implementing a bridge that connects cooler C1 with heater H1
(Figure 3). This retrofit action is also referred to as “Step 1”.
(2) A combination of Step 1 with adding heat exchanger E5 (Step 2). This option generates a maximum heat
recovery network (Figure 4).
Option 1, besides adding E3 and E4, also results in the need for an increased heat transfer area for E1. Since
the additional size is significant (Table 3), it is implemented as a new equipment item. The implementation of
the additional area for E1 and E2 for Option 2 (Table 4) is similarly implemented by new equipment items. Tables
3 and 4 list the calculation results for the two retrofit options. Together Tables 2-4 provide the heat exchanger
sizes necessary to achieve the required duties. The investment cost-related data refer to the beginning of the
evaluation (Year 1).
Assuming that all investment for the retrofit comes from a bank loan sets the initial investment by shareholders
to zero. In this case, the loan is paid back to the bank in fixed instalments, calculated by accounting for interest
accumulation (Brown, 2018):
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𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 =

𝐿𝐼𝑅×𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑛
1 − (1 + 𝐿𝐼𝑅)−𝑇𝑆𝐿

(2)

Table 2: Area and cost properties of the existing HEN
HE

Duty
U
Area
IC*
SV*
AD*
kW
kW/(m2×°C) m2
$
$
$/y
C1 2,350
0.40
75.74 71,130 2,845 4,552
C2
600
0.40
20.24 39,337 1,573 2,518
H1 2,700
0.90
56.72 61,870 2,475 3,960
E1 2,400
0.45
74.77 70,681 2,827 4,524
E2
800
0.48
26.41 43,890 1,756 2,809
Total utility cost ($/y): 299,500
U: Overall heat transfer coefficient; AD: Annual Depreciation
* At the beginning of the consideration (Year 0)
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Figure 3: HEN for Option 1: Adding exchangers E3 and E4 (Step 1)
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Figure 4: Adding exchanger E5 (Steps 1 and 2 – Maximum Energy Recovery)
Table 3: Area and cost properties for Option 1: Adding exchangers E3 and E4 (Step 1)
HE

Duty
U
Added Area IC*
SV*
AD*
kW
kW/(m2×°C) m2
$
$
$/y
New heat exchangers
E3 1,250 0.48
25.19
43,025 1,721 2,754
E4 1,250 0.46
197.85
116,417 4,657 7,451
New area of existing heat exchangers
E1 1,150 0.45
95.33
79,732 3,189 5,103
Total utility cost ($/y): 162,000
Savings ($/y): 137,500
*At the beginning of the consideration (Year 0)
As a result, for PH = 40 y, the trends for expenses, investments and BV have been obtained, complemented
with the following NPV values: Option 1: $ 3,154,790; Option 2: $ 4,908,657.
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Table 4: Area and cost properties for Option 2: Implementing both Steps 1 and 2

0.5
0.45

1

AD*
$/y

56,165
116,417
57,063

2,247
4,657
2,283

3,595
7,451
3,652

79,732
3,189
72,884
2,915
Savings ($/y): 214,500

5,103
4,665
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0
0
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$
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Duty
U
Added Area
kW
kW/(m2×°C) m2
New heat exchangers
E3 (Step 1)
1,250 0.48
46.12
E4 (Step 1)
1,250 0.46
197.85
E5 (Step 2)
700 0.46
47.73
New area of existing heat exchangers
E1
1,150 0.45
95.33
E2
800 0.48
79.59
Total utility cost ($/y): 85,000
*At the beginning of the consideration (Year 0)
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Figure 5: Financial properties of the retrofit options
Both options are profitable. However, Option 2 seems a little less economically attractive. For the correct
quantification of the profitability of the two options, it is necessary to calculate the Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
(Green and Perry, 2008). While IRR allows comparing quantitatively investment options, its very formulation
assumes a different hypothesis for investment and PH length. It relies on the inclusion of the initial investment
in the equation for NPV calculation. This variation of NPV calculation is not designed specifically for repeated
investment. For this purpose, the following equation is applied:
𝑇𝑆𝐿

𝑁𝑃𝑉𝑇𝑆𝐿 = ∑
𝑖=1

𝑆𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 − 𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
− 𝑅𝐼
(1 + 𝐼𝑅𝑅)𝑖

(3)

Where NPVTSL ($) is the NPV for a single investment cycle (TSL = 15 y), RI is the Retrofit Investment ($). For
estimating IRR, in Eq(3) is set NPVTSL=0 and it is solved for IRR. The obtained IRR values are – Option 1:
0.4373; Option 2: 0.4320. It can be seen that, by IRR, Option 1 is about 0.5 % more profitable than Option 2,
which makes both options almost equally attractive for investors at the stage of preliminary evaluation. Factoring
in further parameters may allow making a firmer decision – e.g. borrowing a larger sum of money, combined
with market risks may tend to push the decision in favour of Option 1.

4. Conclusions
This contribution has presented a conceptual analysis and a case study on asset management for evaluating
HEN retrofit options. It has been found that the correct approach to evaluating retrofit projects is investment
planning, based on the NPV estimation. The NPV values and the derivative intensive indicators as IRR depend
very much on the chosen PH value and retrofit implementation mode.
Several important research questions can be also identified, for constructing a complete method for retrofit
investment planning. The issues are related to the link between TSL and the depreciation period, maintenance
related to service life and equipment reliability, unification of the modelling framework.
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If allowed by regulations, the depreciation can be performed faster than the TSL. This would relax one of the
assumptions made for the current paper and presents a key modelling issue – how to differentiate the accounting
concept (e.g. depreciation period) from the reliability-related concepts (e.g. TSL or RSL).
The latter also leads to the question of reliability. How is the reliability expressed and related to the necessary
maintenance and investments? When can a certain action be considered as only maintenance and when as an
investment? One possible treatment can be that maintenance merely keeps the equipment performance within
certain required limits, without affecting the RSL or reliability, while any extension of RSL and improvement of
reliability would be considered as retrofits to be invested in.
From the provided conceptual analysis and the case study, it has become apparent that a uniform model
framework is necessary, which allows enumerating and evaluating the possible technical and financial action
sequences and choosing the optimal combination of those. One option is to base the further considerations on
the work by Novak-Pintaric and Kravanja (2007) by extending their model for including a broader set of retrofit
options. A further improvement can be the derivation of suitable simplified objective functions and/or ensuring
the model convergence for more complex problems.
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